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Abstract 
The workshop will analyze the constitution, recovery, and role of the classical texts in 
mathematical practice throughout history. It aims at problematizing the notion of ‘classic’ 
to make it a historical category, and to study the rhetorical, pedagogical, and institutional 
mechanisms that contributed to secure the status of classic to specific texts. The 
historiography has focused mostly on Greek classics and their impact on Western 
European societies so far, but we aim to expand the focus culturally as well as 
chronologically in two ways. We want to address the appropriation of these classics 
outside Europe in different historical periods. We are particularly interested in the roles 
played by this classical tradition within Islamicate societies, South-East and East Asia. 
Secondly, we are interested in the ancient mathematical writings in Arabic, Chinese, 
Sanskrit and other languages that, at certain time periods in these other parts of the world 
and elsewhere were perceived as classics. Widening the focus should allow us to inquire 
into questions such as: what did classical texts mean for various kinds of actors? How 
were they available to them? How did they read them? In institutions of which kind and 
with which expectations? The role classical works have played in history poses 
methodological questions with far-reaching implications for the history and philosophy of 
mathematics. In mathematics conceptual and methodological innovations are thought to be 
legitimized only by appeal to mathematical arguments and internal consistency. Yet, 
legitimation has involved in many crucial episodes giving a prominent role to classical 
works. The mathematical classics have repeatedly been the source and grounds for new 
ideas and techniques. There is therefore a deep, complex tension between innovation and 
tradition in mathematics. We are interested in how innovation has often been legitimized 
by re-reading classical texts, concepts, and methods— classical texts whose principles and 
methods were utterly different from the ones they contributed to sustain. What can this 
teach us about the nature of mathematical argument, and more generally about 
mathematical practice? 

 


